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What are the regulations for importing a car:
1. as toshave chozer
2. as Ole Chadash
3. as personal / privet import
For all 3 options on top please reply:
How old can the car be ? – T/C – till 4 years from the last model.

O/C – 10 years old
How much taxes should be expected to pay? – T/C (only made in USA)

107% , O/C – 50‐75%
Is the taxes based on the bill of sale or on a tariff that customs has in Israel? –
Deduction of 12% for itch year from the price of the last model.
Is that based on the origin market value or the Israeli market value ?.Origin market
Is the car being off loaded at the port - yes
Dose the customer need to pick up the car from the port ? - yes
Do you deliver the car to door? – no
How long dose it take for car to be cleared? – approx. 10 days
How long is the customer “not allowed “ to sell the car in Israel for ? – 3 years
Dose the can needs to go through special modification to fit the Israeli standard if
coming from the USA ? -yes
Toshav Chozer & privet import will need to issue import license .
As for HHG & PE – I will explain you over the phone .
Again please answer for the 3 statuses above,
If the customer purchase new Electronics, LCD TV , Washer Dryer
How much taxes should he expect to pay based on his status?
Do they go based on customer declaration of value or based on their own Tariff ?
If items are used for 6 month or more
How much taxes should the customer expect to pay than?
If used items are packed in original boxed (especially for LCD TV’s) and the customer show
receipt for purchase of 6 month or older,
how much taxes should the customer expect to pay then?

